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1 Read the restaurant review. Then answer the questions below.  (10 points) 

 

1. What city is Hinoki & The Bird in? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................  

2. What are the seating options at this restaurant? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................  

3. What advantage is there to dining indoors? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................  

4. Who often dines at Hinoki & The Bird? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................  

5. What does the writer think about the restaurant? 

  ...................................................................................................................................................  

2 Complete the sentences.  (10 points) 

1. The crab toast is a popular ............................................. . 

2. The recommended main course is ............................................. . 

3. The side dishes include ............................................. . 

4. Hinoki’s beverages include ............................................. . 

5. The restaurant isn’t recommended for families ............................................. . 

 Reading Comprehension  (20 points)  

EATING OUT 

F 
O 
O 
D 
T
O
D
A 
Y 

Hinoki & The Bird is a new 

Japanese restaurant in Los 

Angeles. It has got an open 

kitchen, big windows and a 

romantic patio for outdoor 

seating. Indoors, guests can 

watch the famous chef, 

Kuniko Yagi, busy at work 

preparing the many special 

dishes. One of the most 

popular starters is the crab 

toast. It’s spicy and very 

tasty. For the main course, I 

can recommend the salmon – 

one of the house specialities. 

Grilled mushrooms and rice 

are some of the delicious side 

dishes. 

The restaurant has got a good 

selection of desserts and the 

wines are excellent. 

There is valet parking and 

wheelchair access. The 

restaurant is not recommended 

for children, so there aren’t 

any booster seats or high 

chairs available. 

Celebrities often eat at Hinoki 

& The Bird. It can be difficult 

to get a table, so make your 

reservations a few weeks in 

advance. I assure you the wait 

is worthwhile. 
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1 Choose the word.  (8 points) 

1. An almond is a herb / nut / fruit. 

2. The fifth month of the year is March / May / September. 

3. A barman serves drinks / lunch / fruit. 

4. Ice cream is usually sweet / salty / spicy. 

5. Marinate the beef / gravy / bread for four hours. 

6.  My father is my grandfather’s brother / son / husband. 

7. Tuesday is the first / second / third day of the week. 

8. Vegan / Vegetarian / Low-calorie meals don’t contain dairy products. 

2 Circle the word that doesn’t belong in each group.  (8 points) 

1. gravy  wine  vinegar  ketchup 

2. dessert  breakfast  dinner  lunch 

3. fried  starter  scrambled  hard-boiled 

4. dishwasher  head chef  barista  cook 

5. stairs  lift  building  corridor 

6. bacon  crab  shrimp  lobster 

7. grapefruit  onion  apple  cherry 

8. England  France  Chinese  Spain 

3 Match A and B to form phrases. Then complete each sentence with the correct phrase.  (10 points) 

 A B 

1. straight …… a. calorie 

2. no …… b. ahead 

3. low- …… c. drink 

4. soft …… d. cream 

5. whipped …… e. smoking 

1. This is a ............................................. area. 

2. My favourite ............................................. is cola. 

3. Would you like some ............................................. on top of your cake? 

4. Look! The hotel is ............................................. . 

5. I’m on a diet, so I eat ............................................. food. 

 Vocabulary  (50 points)  
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4 Write T (true) or F (false). Correct the false sentences by replacing the words in bold  

with another word.  (8 points) 

....... 1. Ketchup is a beverage.  .............................. 

....... 2. A cook and a sous-chef work in a kitchen.  .............................. 

....... 3. Steak can be rare or well-done.  .............................. 

....... 4. Honey is salty.  .............................. 

....... 5. Lobster and pork are vegetables.  .............................. 

....... 6. Lettuce is often used in a salad.  .............................. 

....... 7. A high chair is for a child.  .............................. 

....... 8. The cloakroom is a lovely place to sit outside.  .............................. 

5 The words in bold are in the wrong sentences. Write them next to the correct sentences.  (8 points) 

1. By the door is a popular choice of meat.  .............................. 

2. Do you want a coconut after your dessert?  .............................. 

3. Your favourite table is grapefruit.  .............................. 

4. People drink juice made from butter.  .............................. 

5. Do you take soft drink in your tea?  .............................. 

6. The lamb peppers have got rice in them.  .............................. 

7. Please spread some milk on the toast.  .............................. 

8. Stuffed milk is delicious.  .............................. 

6 Complete the sentences with the words below.  (8 points) 

twelve  peas  eggs  tenth  daughter  toast  turn left  mustard 

1. At the end of the street, .............................. . 

2. My sister has got a baby .............................. . 

3. I’d like to book a table for .............................. . 

4. .............................. the bread for a few minutes. 

5. Do you want your .............................. fried or scrambled? 

6. We often put .............................. on sausages. 

7. There is a French restaurant on the .............................. floor. 

8. .............................. are a green vegetable. 
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Match the sentences in A to the responses in B. 

A 

1. Where is the restaurant? 

2. We’re celebrating a birthday. 

3. We’d like a reservation for 7.30. 

4. Thank you for your help. 

5. How would you like that cooked? 

6. Where would you prefer to sit? 

7. Can I bring you something to drink? 

8. Is there valet parking? 

9. What would you like for the main course? 

10. How is the fish prepared? 

B 

....... a. Indoors, please. 

....... b. You’re welcome. 

....... c. Would you like to order a cake? 

....... d. Just water for now, thanks. 

....... e. It’s on the top floor. You can take the lift. 

....... f. Yes, there is. 

....... g. Baked salmon, please. 

....... h. It’s marinated in a wine sauce and grilled. 

....... i. I’d like it broiled, please. 

....... j. I’m sorry, we’re fully booked. 

 Listening Comprehension  (20 points)  

1 Listen to the conversation and circle the correct answers.  (10 points) 

1. The reservation is for Sunday / Saturday evening. 

2. There isn’t a table at 9.00 / 9.30. 

3. Mrs Watson wants to sit indoors / outdoors. 

4. The Watsons are celebrating an anniversary / a birthday. 

5. The restaurant has got / hasn’t got wheelchair access. 

2 Listen again and complete the sentences.  (10 points) 

1. There are ............................................................ people in the party. 

2. The family can wait at the ............................................................ before their meal. 

3. Mrs Watson’s phone number is ............................................................ . 

4. Mrs Watson’s son is ............................................................ years old. 

5. The Maître d’ offers them a ............................................................ . 

3 

 Functional Language  (10 points)  


